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CC Report Addendum 
February 5, 2018 
CC motions 3-6: New and Re-designated English Courses; New Minor; Revised 
Concentration 
 
CC motion 3: Change in course designations for ENGL 211, ENGL 212, ENGL 315, ENGL 
325, turning them in JOUR 211, JOUR 212, JOUR 315, JOUR 325. 
  
Proposed changes: 
 
ENGL 211 will become JOUR 211. 
ENGL 212 will become JOUR 212. 
ENGL 315 will become JOUR 315. 
ENGL 325 will become JOUR 325. 
 
Rationale from the English department: 
 
We are proposing a new Journalism and New Media Studies minor for the English Department. 
This new minor will include four courses that we have offered in the English Department for 
years. We are requesting a change in the prefix for four of our existing courses, from “ENGL” to 
“JOUR” for four courses. 
 
We are making this request because we want to be able to offer a stand-alone minor in 
Journalism and New Media Studies that is distinct from any of our other offerings in the English 
Department. This change in the prefix will accomplish three things: 
  
● Current policy states that in the College of Liberal Arts, not more than 14 course units in 

any department or school may be counted for the degree. We would like for our 
Literature concentration majors to have the opportunity to minor in Journalism and New 
Media Studies if they so desire. 

● These four courses will become part of our new Journalism and New Media Studies 
minor. We want the prefix (JOUR) to indicate that this is a distinct cluster of courses for 
those students interested in this minor. 

● We hope that this new prefix will make registration as easy as possible. Instead of co-
listing these courses, this new prefix will be a single designation that the Registrar will be 
able to use with greater ease. 

  
These courses have been offered in the English Department for many years. We have no 
intention to changing the course descriptions, theories, methods, or pedagogies associated with 
these courses. We are certain that this seemingly cosmetic change to the prefix in each course 
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number will make registration as simple as possible; in addition, we sense that a separate prefix 
will attract some attention to this new Journalism and New Media Studies minor.   
 
CC Motion 4: Approve new course, JOUR 213: New Media. 
 
Proposed course description: 
  
JOUR 213 New Media  Americans are becoming increasingly dependent upon social media for 
their news. This course will introduce students to the fundamentals of social/new media for 
journalists, including (but not limited to) research techniques, professional responsibilities, best 
practices, and storytelling across multiple platforms. Offered in alternate years. 
 
Note from CC: 
 
Generally, requests for new courses that come through CC can be included on the CC consent 
agenda. However, it also is CC’s responsibility to draw the faculty’s attention to curricular 
developments that have resource implications. This is the case with JOUR 213: New Media, 
which will be taught by an adjunct. The Resource Advisory Group met on December 20, 2017, 
to discuss the resource implications of delivering this course, and, assured that the expense 
would be covered by funds from the Strategic Investment Plan, have approved this expenditure.  
 
Rationale from the English department: 
  
JOUR 213: New Media fills a gap in the journalism sequence that has been taught at IWU in its 
existing form for the past 30 years.  Journalism has evolved, and it is important for the 
journalism sequence at IWU to evolve as well. The new and social media are so central to 
American life that a course such as this would benefit students not interested in journalism as 
well. 
  
Traditionally, journalism programs have focused on two concentrations—print and broadcast—
but the Internet sparked a third field of study, what colleges and professional journalists have 
been calling “New Media.”  Although the term may seem outdated already, given that seven 
years ago a PEW survey found that 61 percent of Americans got at least some of their news from 
“new” and social media, the term still holds currency because of rapidly changing technology. 
“New” will remain “new,” regardless of what form or format future methods of news gathering 
and reporting will take. It is also the most commonly accepted title for a course that explores 
media other than print or broadcast—which, at this point, revolves around Internet-based 
reporting and storytelling. 
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Students at IWU have been exposed to new media strategies through the English 315: Seminar in 
Public Relations class, but only briefly.  Now that 48 percent of Americans get their news solely 
from new and social media rather than television, radio, or newspapers, according to the most 
recent PEW survey, it is important to offer a dedicated course on New Media. Our students say 
they want such a course, and most of our peer institutions offer some version of a course on New 
Media.  
  
This course would be perfect for an adjunct instructor to teach during May Term. There are 
dozens of highly qualified professionals working within a 50-mile radius, some of whom have 
already contacted the English department about offering such a course.  Students think they 
know social media and they do—from a consumer’s perspective. They have a basic 
understanding of how social media work and they’re fairly tech-savvy, but every time our 
students hear a guest speaker such as Matt Edwards, a social media specialist at State Farm, they 
realize how different their consumer approach to social media is from a professional using social 
media as a tool for gathering, evaluating, and disseminating information. New media and social 
media are constantly changing, which is why it’s not only a viable option to have a local working 
professional teach the course during May Term, it’s the preferred option. It’s exactly why a local 
professional would be not only a viable option for teaching this class as a May Term offering. It 
would be an incredibly popular course. 
    
Regarding offering the course at the 200-level: 
 
New Media is the kind of course that falls somewhere between a practicum and a survey, and 
given the amount of material that needs to be covered in a semester, students will not be required 
to do the same amount of writing that typically accompanies English and writing courses offered 
at the 300-level. 
 
Regarding placing this course primarily in May Term: 
  
Student/Faculty Collaboration and Service and Internships are the two categories that apply here. 
Although JOUR 213: New Media is proposed as a 200-level course, what it does share in 
common with English 315: Seminar in Public Relations is a natural “bridge” to the community. 
There are dozens of non-profit organizations in Bloomington-Normal, and for English 315 
students are required to put what they’ve learned into practice. Each student must “adopt” a local 
non-profit, interview them to find out their needs, construct a public relations plan, present the 
plan, and, within the allotted budget, see that plan through. New Media is a course that seems 
naturally geared toward the same combination of study and “real-world” applications, and 
students will be asked to perform a social media audit for a local non-profit and to present their 
recommendations for an expanded and more successful social media presence.  This necessitates 
not only one-on-one work with members of the community, but also with the instructor, who will 
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shift from classroom instruction to supervision of what essentially becomes a collective of 
individual student projects.  
 
 
CC Motion 5: Approve new minor in Journalism and New Media Studies. 
  
The proposed minor: 
  
Minor in Journalism and New Media Studies 
  
A minimum of six courses from English departmental offerings are required: 
 
1. JOUR 211 
2. 4 courses from ENGL 206, JOUR 212, JOUR 213, JOUR 315, JOUR 325, at least one 
of which must be at the 300 level or above 
3. JOUR 397 or ENGL 335 
 
Rationale from the English department:  
 
In 2016, the IWU Resource Advisory Group identified a minor in Journalism and New Media 
Studies as a strategic curricular priority. In its report from May 10, 2016, the Resource Advisory 
Group indicates that the University is losing prospective students because we do not offer such a 
program and notes that the addition of this and other select programs would “add new students, 
earn additional tuition revenue, [and] provide stability…” In their meeting of October, 2016, the 
Board of Trustees affirmed the Resource Advisory Group’s findings with regard to strategic 
curricular priorities. Former Provost Jonathan Green was enthusiastic in his affirmation of the 
Group’s findings with regard to the Journalism and New Media Studies Minor when asked 
explicitly to endorse it in a meeting with the department of English (November 9, 2016). The 
English Department’s research into offerings in Journalism/New Media Studies at peer and 
aspirant institutions supports the conclusions reached by the Resource Advisory Group, 
emphasizing the fact that such programs are quite successful in attracting talented students.   
The Journalism and New Media Studies minor described above is very similar to the Journalism 
and New Media Studies minors offered at peer and aspirant institutions. Of the twelve English 
departments from peer and aspirant institutions we examined (Augustana, Carleton, Denison, 
DePauw, Franklin & Marshall, Kenyon, Knox, Lawrence, Macalaster, Rhodes, St. Olaf, and 
Wooster), four (Augustana, Macalester, Denison, and Knox) have Journalism/New Media 
minors. Each of these four minors requires students to complete six courses which typically 
include the study of journalistic theory, ethics, and practice.  
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The six required courses for the minor in Journalism and New Media Studies are consistent with 
the range of courses (5-7) the University requires of minors. At six courses, it is the same as the 
number of courses offered in some other humanities minors, including Philosophy and Religious 
Studies, the minor in English, and the minor in Creative Writing. Like the minor in English, the 
minor in Creative Writing, the minor in Philosophy, and the minor in Religious Studies, the 
minor in Journalism and New Media Studies also requires two upper-division courses. 
 
Regarding staffing: 
 
Staffing is sufficient for all of these classes in their various iterations. Professor James Plath and 
Alison Sainsbury have taught the following courses as part of their usual rotation for many years: 
  
ENGL 206: Creative Nonfiction 
JOUR 211: Newswriting and Reporting 
JOUR 212: Editorial Writing and Reviewing 
JOUR 315: Seminar in Public Relations 
JOUR 325: Feature Writing and Investigative Reporting 
  
ENGL 335: Internship in Professional Writing is a course that has been in our catalog for many 
years. Our students have enrolled in ENGL 335: Internship in Professional Writing in a number 
of capacities: some students have had internships at BroMenn Hospital; others have worked for 
nonprofits and public relations firms in Chicago; and still others have done internships while 
abroad on the Asia Freeman Program. 
  
*JOUR 213: New Media will generate excitement among students who might want to add a 
journalism/new media minor to their courses of study. This May Term course will be taught by 
an adjunct.  
  
* JOUR 397: Internship in Editing and Publishing will give credit to students who hold 
internships that involve editing and publishing at newspapers, magazines, online journals, in-
house publications at various corporations and non-profit organizations. We would like to 
propose that this internship include Argus positions. By “positions,” we mean those students who 
are the Editors and Assistant Editors of the Editorial, Sports, Features, and News sections in 
addition the Copy Editor and Assistant Copy Editor, Managing Editor, and Editor-in-Chief. 
There is precedence for including on-campus internships if the internship provider is independent 
of a department. For example, for many years, students have participated in internships at the 
Multi-Cultural Center under the supervision of Linda Bollivar, and those internships have proven 
incredibly useful for our students. 
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Professor Plath is the current adviser for all staff on the Argus. This internship would formalize 
and require what Professor Plath has been offering as optional for years: weekly critiques that 
require students to maintain the ethical standards, citation styles, and practices of journalists 
everywhere. Those meetings would be required, rather than voluntary, as they are now. In 
addition, Jim Plath will invite a series of guest editors from around the area to critique various 
aspects of The Argus and offer one-day workshops. Please note that Professor Plath would be the 
on-sight and the faculty supervisor for the Argus internship. The Argus will remain student 
control, and the English Department will have no role in who gets which editorial roles. 
 
CC Motion 6: Revision of English--Writing Concentration. 
 
Proposed revisions: 
 
Students may focus on creative writing, journalism, or multiple genres. A minimum of twelve 
courses from English departmental offerings is required: 

1. English 280 
2. One lower division literature course from 220-259 
3. Three courses in literature at the 300/400 level. At least one must be pre-1830 literature 

(341-344, 366, 391, 393-394). 
4. One course in literature at the 100/200/300 level. 
5. Two lower division writing courses from 201, 202, 206 or 272-writing. JOUR 211, JOUR 

212, and JOUR 213 may also fill this requirement. 
6. Two upper division writing courses from 301 (may be repeated for credit with different 

subject matter), 335, JOUR 315, JOUR 325, and JOUR 397. 
7. One additional course in writing from 101, 201-206, 301-335, and 485-writing. THEA 

341, THEA 342, JOUR 315, JOUR 325, and JOUR 397 may also fulfill this requirement. 
8. ENGL 401: Senior Seminar 

 
Current requirements: 
  
Students may focus on creative writing, journalism, or multiple genres. A minimum of twelve 
courses from English departmental offerings is required: 

1. English 280 
2. One lower division literature course from 220-259 
3. Three courses in literature at the 300/400 level. At least one must be pre-1830 literature 

(341-344, 366, 391, 393-394). 
4. One course in literature at the 100/200/300 level. 
5. Two lower division writing courses from 201, 202, 206, 211, 212, 272-writing. 
6. Two upper division writing courses from 301 (may be repeated for credit with different 

subject matter), 315, 325, and 335. 
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7. One additional course in writing from 101, 201-206, 301-335, and 485-writing. [Please 
note that below we make the argument to include, as well, the following: THEA 341 or 
342, as well, may fulfill this requirement.] 

8. English 401. 
  
Rationale from the English department: 
 
Currently, we offer an English Major with two possible concentrations: one in Literature and one 
in Writing. We are proposing a new minor in Journalism and New Media Studies. With the 
exception of two new proposed courses, all of the Journalism and New Media course offerings 
currently exist in the English major, and all of them count toward the Writing Concentration. 
However, with this new minor, we are proposing the addition of two new courses and the 
renaming of four existing courses. For this reason, we must necessarily change the Writing 
Concentration requirements. 
 
We are proposing these changes to the English-Writing major in order to offer our students as 
much flexibility as possible. In fact, these changes do not represent a big change to the major—
there are only two new course offerings here, and the rest of the changes are course prefix 
changes. Otherwise, the major remains the same. 
  
 
 


